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Congratulations to Chris Mikul on acquiring the
rare 1926 Hutchinson Cagliostro, and thanks to him
for sharing its cover. This unique copy is inscribed
to Hazel herself!
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!
I’ve played around a bit more in the weird world
of AI-generated art. My favorite new results for a
Keeler title are these for The Riddle of the Yellow Zuri.
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Keeler’s Amazing Web of Mystery Plotting
Or, so you want to move to LA and write a screenplay?
Melina Moe and Jenna A. Schoen

Melina Moe is Curator of Literature at Columbia’s Rare
Book & Manuscript Library. Jenna Schoen is an Instructor in the Columbia University Department of English and Comparative Literature. This talk was given
as part of the Columbia Rare Book & Manuscript Library’s Curatorial Short series that showcases some of
the uses to which the archives, artifacts, books and
manuscripts are put. It draws on research for a broader
project and upcoming exhibition titled “The Long Literary History of A.I.”

This larger project and exhibition is called “The
Literary History of AI,” and it is a collaboration
among scholars from the library, English Department, and the Digital Scholarship department.
The exhibition, which explores the long, shared
history of literature and computation, from roughly 1890 up to 1970, is structured by two main
threads: first, the efforts to produce text, and second, the efforts to analyze text systematically. The
first story follows experiments in text generation
aided by algorithms, including popular texts for
aspiring screenplay writers, romance novelists,
and pulp fictioneers. Their assumptions are captured by what William Price says here: literary creation isn’t about genius, it’s about technique and
strategies for writing. And those who think otherwise are deluding themselves:
Those people who think they have genius,
and imagine that man is everything, are
misguided egotists. They ignore, or pretend to ignore, the existence of Technique,
or they may contend that technique is an
indefinable thing and personal and private
property. They even think that they have
created Material. They are all wrong. Technique is what shapes the Material.
William Price,
Analysis of Play Construction (1908)

Harry Stephen Keeler Papers, Box 16, Columbia University Rare Book & Manuscript Library (RBML)

IN ANY given room in NYC—even with low
COVID density—there is someone thinking that it
might be time to move to LA. And, almost as likely,
they have thought to themselves: maybe I could
become a screenwriter? Well, today there are
books for that, and if you’re one of these hopefuls,
you might have had one recommended to you
(like Save the Cat! The Last Book on Screenwriting
You’ll Ever Need). There are also bootcamps for
those looking to move west, throw over the pursuit of the humanities, and launch a tech job. Today, we’re going to talk about a collection and a
larger project about automated text generation
that brings these two yearnings together.

Price’s contention that “people who think they
have genius…are misguided egoists” is part of a
debate that can be traced back for hundreds, if not
thousands of years. In the early 20th century, the
debate heated up with the mass production of
manuals that included small devices for making
the process more mathematical, more random:
with the turn of a wheel, an aspiring writer could
pull together the elements of a plot.
Wycliffe Hill’s long-running Plot Genie series
included a manual wheel for spinning and coming
up with story elements:
With the aid of the Plot Genie, one does not
have to wait for a rare flash of inspiration
for a story. The Genie will provide a com-
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plete plot framework every five minutes,
and I can show any author where it could
have developed the plot structure of any
story he ever wrote.
—Wycliffe Hill, Plot Genie (1936)
Using the mechanical aid provided within the
book, you could spin the wheel, come up with a
series of plot points, and simply join them together. Below you can see the wheel and a description
of “how a story is written with the Plot Genie.”

Wycliffe Hill, The Plot Genie (1936),
Columbia University RBML

Spinning the plot wheel to create a sample Plot
Genie plot, we recorded a string of random numbers (2, 176, 98, 74, 73, 6, 51, 105, and 69) and used
those to pull from the Plot Genie a series of plot
elements:
At the Zoo, Golf Champion (Usual Male Character), Anarchist (Unusual Female Charac-
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ter). A revolution is threatened by fatal ambition. There is an imaginary race barrier. There
is a child who is not wanted. Threatened with
expulsion from an institution. Loss of sight,
hearing, or other senses of a loved one is threatened. Wherein a man, who is supposedly physically incapable or a cripple, enters into a fight
on the side of the right and comes out victorious.

The broader exhibition, “The Literary History
of AI,” traces the aftereffects of these early 20thcentury techniques to later 20th-century machinelearning-based tools.But that’s outside the scope
of our talk, and here we will focus on one of those
people who honed and advertised his prowess
with techniques with which anyone could learn to
write.
These professional writers often advertised
how many dozens of books and hundreds of
screenplays they had written. Some of them offered innovative ways of diagramming story elements—both to break up the mystery of writing
into imitable steps, but also to keep track of the
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many plots they’d already put down on paper. Today, we’re going to talk about one example: the
hack writer, producer of dozens of mystery books,
and civil engineer Harry Stephen Keeler, some of
whose papers we discovered over the course of
researching in the holdings of the Columbia Rare
Book & Manuscript Library.
Harry Stephen Keeler was a prolific writer of
pulp fiction in the first half of the twentieth century (he was born in 1890 and died in 1967). He mainly wrote thrillers and murder mysteries, but his
writing was quite eccentric and often featured the
occult, the bizarre and the grotesque (e.g. X. Jones
of Scotland Yard features a killer midget who disguises himself as a baby and stalks people by helicopter).

1931 Writer’s Yearbook, Harry Stephen Keeler Papers,
Columbia University RBML, Box 15

But more central to our focus, Keeler also wrote
about writing. Keeler offered both very typical
writerly advice and some more unusual suggestions. His more pedestrian advice says, in “How to
Write Booklength Mystery Stories” [reproduced
in KN #74]: write every day, but not so much that
you don’t leave anything to write tomorrow—certainly advice that is dispensed by countless writing gurus. But he also had more schematic ambitions. In this article he says that there are only a

certain number of broad plot types that he then
categorizes. Most remarkably, he devised a system called “Web-work” which was a way to visualize plots when writing.
In “Those 7 Original Plots” (1951), Keeler advises that plots be grouped into four categories,
including the “webwork plot,” which is the type of
plot most mystery stories follow. [See this issue of
KN, pgs. 10-11.]
Here is where his advice about how to write
systematically took a more diagrammatic and visual turn. Below, you will find an example of Keeler’s visualization of how plot works. This is one of
Keeler’s most intricate plot diagrams, based on his
novel The Voice of the Seven Sparrows (1924). The
Voice of the Seven Sparrows is about a newspaper
reporter, a missing girl, and an ancient game invented by Confucius. The diagram tracks characters and critical objects (the lines labeled in the
middle—e.g. “Beatrice Mannerby” and “$150,000
Courtesy Note”). [See On Webwork, downloadable
from the HSKS website. —Ed.]

The diagram highlights the intersection between these characters and objects (often “clues”).
For example, Beatrice Mannerby has an encounter
with a Chinese girl in Paris before the story starts
(#7); then a photo is taken of her; later, she interacts
with Mannerby; then she intersects with the hero
(at node 52), then the villain, etc., etc.
Keeler also provided a key to the graph which
explains what node of the web interactions involve. The nodes in Keeler’s plot diagram are primarily social interactions. A diagram doesn’t
highlight a hero’s singular journey, with all other
characters sidelined as detours; rather, Keeler
tracks all interactions between all characters, creating what might be termed a social network. Plot
therefore is the intersection between characters.
The Columbia archives also hold a book-length
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manuscript in which Keeler explains his webwork approach in prose rather than with diagrams. On the cover page of this manuscript, he
stresses how many novels he has written and his
productivity. We might think of this as a writer
today advertising how many weeks they have
been on a best-seller list as an essential credential
for being taken seriously as a writing instructor.

Harry Stephen Keeler Papers,
Columbia University RBML, Box 16

In this manuscript Keeler elaborates that his intended audience comprises all aspiring writers,
regardless of their professional backgrounds. In
fact, Keeler’s training as an engineer allowed him
to see the parallels between the structure of buildings and the structure of plot that was foundational for his development of web-work. Incident, motive, the intricacies of character, and interpersonal
relationships should be analyzed like scientific
models, he argues, because “structure is structure,
whether uprising incident and motive or I-beam
and rivet.” (Keeler charmingly reveals that he was
the recipient of letters from many engineering students asking his advice about writing fiction.)
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Keeler furthermore distinguishes between essential pieces of a structure and decorative aspects
of the environment. That is, there are superfluous
events and structural events, just as in a building,
where walls can be load-bearing or aesthetic.
When he says “the story is encased in the plot,” he
is stressing that the story is central, made up of
those essential, structural plot elements. While the
plot diagram we reference above is unfortunately
not part of the Columbia archives, this—rather
more difficult to understand—manuscript is
drawn from the Keeler papers.

In the following example, Keeler gives advice
very similar to what is referred to today in writing
circles as the “inciting incident”—basically, he
says, don’t start at the very beginning of your character’s life, but just before the action is about to
kick off. Given the example of a man who has to
pay back a college loan, don’t start at his high
school graduation, but rather the day that he takes
a job at a newspaper which will lead to a series of
incidents, including saving a rich man’s daughter
for $1,000.
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Columbia’s collections, which was purchased and
used by one J. M. Greene, who assiduously documented the price of silver following the Civil War.

Throughout his how-to manuscript, Keeler
brings together linguistic representation with spatial metaphors to describe how plot works. In the
example below, important (or structural) plot incidents are underlined among a number of other
“decorative” episodes, each represented as a single letter. Keeler admits that he has gone through
whole books and numbered all the episodes so as
to be able to answer questions such as what percentage of plot elements are essential or what percentage of plot episodes happen in chronological
order.

MS General 316 Folio, Columbia University RBML

While his papers at the RBML do not contain
the story diagrams for which Keeler is most famous, his notebooks reveal another common writing technique: scrapbooking. Scrapbooking was
talked about in the late 19th and early 20th centuries as a technique and a technology for generating plots and collecting story elements. In fact,
Mark Twain patented a self-gumming scrapbook
in 1873, of which here is an example that is part of

Keeler’s notebooks show his writing process at
work. He would clip bizarre newspaper articles,
label them “mysteries,” and propose potential
“solutions” to them, such as in the case of “Anybody Lost His Ears?” [see our cover image]. In the
clippings he added to his scrapbook, we can see
how Keeler was inspired not only by the grotesque
and mysterious, but often by the mundane. For
example, he saved the calling card of a spiritual
advisor, but he also used a graph of a thermometer
reading as the basis for devising a complex plot in
which a key was cut in the shape of the jagged
contour of the graph.
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In another case, he used a list of types of beans
as the foundation for a mystery plot involving a
word coded in legumes [eventually published as
The Case of the 16 Beans]. In another notebook, he
uses a receipt from a telephone company as the
kernel to a mystery plot.

Harry Stephen Keeler Papers, Box 20,
Columbia University RBML
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Keeler’s papers reveal that he brought together
very fine-grained, numerical techniques for analyzing plots with a broad conceptual framework,
within which he hoped that making structure visible would also make literature intelligible to audiences from scientific backgrounds.
Aspects of Keeler’s project remain appealing,
including his determination to demystify writing
and make it a craft available to everyone. In addition, his notebooks reveal an enormous capacity to
be interested in and inspired by the goings on of
everyday life. However, the Keeler papers also reveal many of the problematic aspects to his way of
diagramming stories—e.g. focusing on the
“archetypes” of storytelling—that feel reductive
today.
Moreover, to return to our original imaginary
scenario of the aspiring screenplay writer: Keeler’s
emphasis on plot often came at the expense of
character, which is at odds with advice given today. A typical strategy of modern screenwriting
advice—in books like Save the Cat!—is to make
characters likable, or at least the kinds of people
one would want to meet. This perspective seems
outside the scope of the kind of advice that survives at least in Keeler’s archive at the Columbia
RBML. Rather than crafting stories based around
characters with whom one would want to take a
road trip or share a meal, Keeler is more captivated
by the bizarre, strange, and noteworthy; he’s not
as interested in the relatable or likable. And this
means that he creates two-dimensional, stereotyped, or even racist characters, like the earlier example of the midget stalking people by helicopter.
[I’ll note that prejudice against “Lilliputians” does
come in for critical scrutiny in the Marceau books. —
Ed.] In prioritizing the exotic and strange, Keeler
can flatten the racial and gendered identities of his
characters. While Hollywood today hasn’t fixed
that problem, and creating likable characters can
still mean distorting the complex and heterogeneous identities many of us carry, yet even so,
many of Keeler’s characters have not aged well.
Many of his techniques, though—from the quantification of story nodes to efforts to visualize narrative arcs—may just be coming into their own.

Has your appetite to read Keeler’s Amazing
Web of Mystery Plotting been well whetted?
See page 17 below.
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Caricature by Hirschfeld from “How to
Write Booklength Mystery Stories” (1931)
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I took your annotation challenge [KN #93, Editor’s Notes]. I pulled a random Keeler volume from my shelf and opened
to a random page. My first reaction was, nothing happens on this page—it’s just two guys talking. I was tempted to
cheat and find a better page… restrained only by the knowledge that most of Keeler is all talk and no action. So I stuck
to the original page (a two-page opening actually) and came up with the enclosed. —Bill Poundstone

A Skeleton Key to
The Spectacles of Mr. Cagliostro (pp. 64-65)
by William Poundstone

1. Keeler’s title alludes to magician, fortuneteller, and quack doctor Count Alessandro di
Cagliostro (1743-1795). Cagliostro deceived
much of Europe’s nobility, though not Catherine
the Great, who wrote two skits ridiculing him as
a charlatan. Goethe established that the
“Count” was a commoner whose real name was

Giuseppe Balsamo. Fictionalized versions of
Cagliostro’s legend figure in works by Alexandre
Dumas père, George Sand, Robert Heinlein, and
Umberto Eco. Cagliostro has the unusual
distinction of being a minor character in both the
Marvel and DC universes. In Keeler’s novel
Cagliostro and the blue eyeglasses symbolize the
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theme of false appearances. Here Keeler seems to
concur with Jim Thompson’s dictum: “There is
only one plot—things are not what they seem.”

2. Keeler establishes the otherness of his
Australian protagonist by repeatedly having
American characters define their slang for him.
The noun form of “stunt,” as in a feat to attract
attention, is U.S. college football slang traced to
1878. On p. 66 Fortescue speaks of doing
something “pronto—a South American word
meaning right-away—now—on the spot!”
Dialogue containing pointless repetition is a
Keeler trademark. In The Man With the Magic
Eardrums (1939), a character repeatedly gives long,
exasperatingly precise road directions to his home
in a distant suburb.

3. Fortescue is an old English name that must
have appealed to Keeler’s Anglophilia. It is
conceivably a reference to the “Hon. J. Fortescue,
Esq. Ret.” a fictitious identity created by San
Diego pathologist and journalistic hoaxer Rawson
Pickard. During Prohibition Pickard and his
drinking buddies at the Turf Bar, Tijuana,
invented Fortescue, supposedly an eminent
physician and polymath. From 1926 onward
Pickard wrote letters and articles as Fortescue,
anticipating that journalists would print as fact
whatever improbable biographical details he
supplied (Fortescue claimed to be the son of Lola
Montez, mistress of King Ludwig I of Bavaria).
Among Fortescue’s many fake credentials was that
of child psychologist. That would be a literal
embodiment of Keeler’s thesis that “head doctors”
are frauds.
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Fiction Contest for the worst possible opening
sentence. Keeler has also been tarred with the sobad-he’s-good brush. Might he have felt a certain
kinship with Bulwer-Lytton? I’d say no. BulwerLytton was a much more conventional (and
popular) author than Keeler was. By 1926
Bulwer-Lytton would have been considered oldfashioned but not Ed Wood bad. If anything,
Keeler might have aspired to Bulwer-Lytton’s
commercial success. Bulwer-Lytton committed his
wife to an insane asylum. A similar predicament
drives Cagliostro’s plot—and it’s one that Keeler
experienced himself in his youth.

6. The Book of Common Prayer (1549) prescribes the
formula whereby wedding guests may raise
objections to a marriage. It was intended to
prevent bigamy or incest prior to Google. Keeler’s
use of it as a plot device anticipates the nowfamiliar TV and movie trope in which a schlubby
protagonist interrupts an ex’s marriage to a richer,
better-looking (yet obnoxious) suitor. Perhaps
g
is
because of such media depictions, the language
rarely used in contemporary weddings.

4. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ CPI
Inflation Calculator projects that $10,000 in 1926
would be the equivalent of $156,264.97 in 2021.

5. “The Lady of Lyons; or, Love and Pride” is a
1838 melodrama by Edward Bulwer-Lytton, now
best-known for penning the opening line “It was a
dark and stormy night…” Those seven words led
to his contemporary reputation as a “bad” writer,
a take perpetuated by the annual Bulwer-Lytton

Jean-Antoine Houdon’s bust of
Count Cagliostro, 1786
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According to his records (KN #7), young Harry composed “The Trepanned Skull” in 1915 and sold this
18,000-word story for $25.00—but he did not indicate who bought it. Morgan Wallace has tracked down the
venue: it was published in two installments in The Illustrated Companion, March-April 1915. The tale was
reprinted in a single installment as “The Voice on the Wire,” by “Henry Treadwell [or Treadway] Blythe,” in
10-Story Book, January 1923 (KN #40). Keeler later turned the story into his much-beloved novel The Riddle
of the Traveling Skull (Dutton, 1934; Ward Lock, 1934, as The Travelling Skull). Morgan here provides us
with all the illustrations for the original publication, including the opening incident (see p. 6 of our previous
issue). The grotesque depiction of the “Chinaman” is, I’m afraid, no surprise. —Ed.
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Many thanks to Karl Schadow for finding this column from the Berwyn (Illinois) Life, February 5, 1967. Sean
O’Gara pays Harry some wonderful compliments. But was our hero “the true essence of a ‘swinger’”? I venture
to affirm that it depends on your personal definition of the word. —Ed.
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Letters
What a beautiful issue! I had to hook up my color
printer to print it and while I don’t particularly like
the AI art, it is very imaginative and deep (maybe).
As for the AI prose, I am very impressed with it,
although I wonder if AI can keep up the story for
long since it branches out so quickly. Would it remember to tie up loose ends, or just let them disappear?
But I found the issue particularly relevant since
I had written a frivolous little story for Facebook not
long before. Your reporting has convinced me that
my projection is probably way too far in the future.
AI (aka the Plotatron) seems to be progressing
faster than my pipe dreams.
I am so proud to be one of the early members of
the HSK Society, mainly because of your work. This
is how I hope it all turns out.
Fender Tucker
Vancleave, Miss.

July 5, 2075

FENDER TUCKER WINS
TENTH STRAIGHT
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD!
Judges complain, “Couldn’t help it.
His stories are just that good!”
Although Fender Tucker died several decades
ago, he still reigns as the greatest Urn Novelist
of this century. His incredibly interesting literary life gave him the depth for spectacular plotting and his monumental discretion has guaranteed him the #1 seat in the Pantheon of Urn
Novelists.
As you remember, when the Cranial Urn was
invented in the 2030s practically everyone who

died had his brain zeitgeist downloaded into a
Cranial Urn. No one at the time had any practical use for preserving the data, which contained
every single word ever read by the person, but
we hope that eventually we may be able to resurrect the person. That’s still a few centuries
off.
But in the 2050s the Plotatron was invented,
a device that could scan a person’s Cranial Urn
and using the immense data that the person
had read while alive create plots, even full novels. The Urn Novel soon became very popular
and certain intellectual giants of the early 21st
century became authors posthumously, thanks
to the Plotatron. These novels, by dedicated
readers like James Holzhauer and Matt
Amodio, were very interesting, but flawed.
They had patches of brilliance, but they were all
marred by slow, exposition-filled passages at
all the wrong times.
Then one day in the 2060s the Urn of Fender
Tucker was run through the Plotatron and lo!
His first perfect novel, You’ve Got To Believe
Me!, was published. It was an instant hit and
ever since then Tucker has dominated the literary world with each succeeding book.
So what makes Tucker’s book so good? It turns
out that all of the words read by the person are
used in the plotting. Even the stupid, misinformed words. Even the boring, passive nonevents. In other words, a person couldn’t be a
great Urn Novelist just because of all the great
writing he had read while living; more importantly, he had to stay far away from the absolute
crap writing that was written before and during
his lifetime. And he did! He read practically
nothing but damn good noir, SF, drama, history, you name it. If it was good, he read it. If it
wasn’t, he didn’t. Others went to college and
read way too much pap, but not Fender.
The result is a runaway race to the top of the
literary pile, and Fender Tucker, a minor
denizen of the 20th century, has proved to be
the #1 Influencer of the 21st. We fully expect
him to churn out a novel a year and continue
winning literary awards until Katie Perry dies
and is Urned.
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Books and Bipeds (1947) by Vincent Starrett is a
compilation of his newspaper columns about
books and writers. He published a short paragraph about HSK during 1943 called “The Methods of Mr. Keeler.” He summarized HSK’s
method of constructing plots by using random
newspaper clippings and says, “it is as good a system for a mystery writer as any I can think of at the
moment.” He concludes by saying, “It is also a
good idea to have a mascot. Mr. Keeler once had a
rabbit named H. L. Mencken; but it is dead now,
and I have not heard that it has been replaced.”
Alfred Jan
Santa Clara, Cal.

Now Available!
Download this 55-page treatise,
composed in 1930, for free on our website:

site.xavier.edu/polt/keeler/onwebwork.html
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I’m starting to reread all the novels in [Spanish]
translation, beginning with the latest ones.
Ramón Zoido
Madrid
I’m in the middle of Keeler’s The Green Jade Hand,
my head swimming with yegg nomenclature (my
lexicon of lost lingo barely touches on it), and Chinese-American English phoneticized by the author. Zowie!
Daniel Riccuito
Brooklyn

A sporting proposition!
In this notebook page, HSK imagines a mysterious
“desperate effort of man to obtain original of
above photo.” What do you think could explain
such a quest? Proposed solutions will be published in the next Keeler News.
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Sentences from the Master
Again, DeLancey dreamed he was a Chinese
laundryman and was washing a collar that
belonged to a lady, in cream, or something
that seemed meant to be cream but was not.
The collar was an Arrow collar. He lost it, and
when he found it, it was a Cluett collar, of the
same size. There we have a fanfare of puns.
The collar belonging to the lady obviously
represents a necklace. The stuff ‘meant to be
cream’ is a pun for crême-de-menthe. ... the
name of the manufacturer of the first collar
was a dream pun indicating that suspicion
pointed to DeLancey like an arrow, but the
manufacturer on the second collar showed
that there was no clue to DeLancey as culprit.
Thieves’ Nights

THE SKULL OF THE WALTZING CLOWN. Dutton,
1935. “Hardcover, no jacket. Poor/Fair for age. Exlibrary. Wear and bumping to corners, exposing
cardboard; wear and bumping to board edges;
exposing cardboard in places; spine slanted; soiling
and staining to covers; some fraying and splitting to
cloth at head/foot of spine and corners; 2" band of
black tape from circulation library pasted to covers
and spine, starting and ending at inside covers; foxing
and soiling to page edges; top edge of pages inked
black; some dust staining to top edge of pages; jacket
flaps pasted to inside covers; back flap mostly torn
out; library and two different number stamps to inside
front cover; glue burning/browning to inside covers
and front/back endpaper; library checkout sheet
pasted down pasted to front endpaper; black crayon
Xs to front endpaper; number stamp and penciled
price to front endpaper; wrinkling/creasing to front
endpaper from paste down; faint library and number
stamp to title page; number stamp and penciled
number to inside back cover; inside back cover with
large remnants of jacket previously glued and now
torn out; hinges cracked; binding cracked in multiple
places in text block; soiling and foxing to margins of
some pages; pages browned.” $63 from Horizon
Books in Seattle. — Thanks to Daniel Riccuito for the
hot tip on this very special volume!

New Members
Moe, Melina, New York City
Schoen, Jenna, New York City

In Memoriam

10-Story Book, Dec. 1929. Thieves’ Nights includes no Ah Tom
or Lung Wong, or in fact any Chinese people, other than a
persona in a dream.

J. Randolph Cox passed away in
September 2021. Randy, born in 1936,
was a librarian at St. Olaf College and an
expert on pulp and mystery fiction. He
edited Dime Novel Round-Up for over
twenty years. He was a member of HSKS
since its inception in 1997.

